
C6: Creating Sentences
Lesson Objective: Using picture cards as aids, children will create complete verbal sentences and identify
the two necessary parts of the sentence (who it’s about and what’s happening“).

Materials
For this activity you will need:

 Picture cards that the child can use as inspiration for creating sentences. These are the same
picture cards used in Identifying Who & What’s Happening (C3) and Fixing Incomplete
Sentences (C5).

Print the picture cards onto sturdy card-stock paper, and cut them apart along the dotted lines.

Activity
Show your child a picture and ask him to make up a sentence about it. Then ask him who/what
it’s about and what’s happening in the sentence. Finally, have the child repeat the whole
sentence. Be sure that it is a complete sentence.

Video: How to play Creating Sentences

Adult: You’ve done a great job fixing my incomplete sentences.

Now I’m going to show you a picture, and you’re going to

make up a complete sentence about the picture.

[hold up picture] Tell me a sentence about this picture.

Child: The kids play in a soccer game!

Adult: OK, tell me the who it’s about part of your sentence.

Child: The kids.

Adult: Good. Now tell me the what’s happening part of your sentence.

Child: Play in a soccer game.

Adult: Now tell me the whole sentence. Say the whole thing.

Child: The kids play in a soccer game.



(continued)
If the child creates an incomplete sentence, here’s how to guide him to a correct answer:

Adult: Tell me a sentence about this picture.

Child: Playing soccer!

Adult: OK, tell me the who it’s about part of your sentence.

Child: Umm…

Adult: I don’t think it has one. Can you give it a who it’s about part?

Child: The kids!

Adult: And what is the what’s happening part?

Child: Playing soccer!

Adult: Now tell me the whole sentence.

Child: The kids playing soccer.

Adult: The kids are playing soccer. Say that.

Child: The kids are playing soccer.

Adult: Good job! Say it again.

Child: The kids are playing soccer.

There are multiple “correct” answers the child can give. For example, if the picture is of a man
carrying a box, he could say: “The man is carrying a box.” “That daddy picked up the box.” Or
“The delivery man is holding the box with my birthday present!” If it fits the basic definition of a
complete sentence, with a who it’s about and a what’s happening, then it is a correct answer.

Keep revisiting this activity until your child can easily create a sentence.

NOTE: To keep things simple, start out by using only people or animals, not inanimate objects
(e.g., pencil), as sentence subjects. This makes it easier for the child to divide the sentence into
who it’s about and what is happening.



(continued)

Small Groups (2-5 children)
Additional Materials:

• optional: picture book or photos of class activities

Adaptation: Read the main activity, watch the video, and follow the instructions above, with one
of the following changes:

• Let each child choose a picture card. Then ask each child these questions: “Tell me a sentence
about the picture. Who is the sentence about? What’s happening in your sentence?”

• Hold up a picture for the whole group. “Who wants to give me a sentence about this picture?”
Get a response. Call on another child to tell you the what’s happening part of that sentence. Have
yet another child tell who the sentence is about.


